We do things differently at Eira – *forget about fixed routines!*

*Study for life, don’t live to study!*
Study skills day
Why?

Students think that

- they do not know their own study skills
- they do not have enough knowledge of study skills
- there is not enough time for study skills during regular lessons

To find a learning strategy that really works is vital. I learn best by taking notes and listening to teachers.
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Hirka High School

For Adults
How?

- Students answered a questionnaire online
- It measured their study skills
- And addressed their learning problems
- Students’ own learning tips in bubbles were scattered around the school
- There was no tuition during workshops
- Workshops were organized by teachers and student counsellors

You have to struggle to get good grades. But also remember to take a break every once in a while.
Study skills sales

Dozens of different workshops carried out

Imagine that you teach what you have learnt to somebody else.

- "Elementary my dear Watson"
- Away with stress
- WhatsApp- counselling
- Couldn´t care less - motivation
- Skills for science
Test how acid you are.

Chemistry and biology workshop.
• How are you? Everyday phrases and conversation in English
• Further Studies and Applications
• Learn Finnish by dancing and playing
• Remember and prosper - memory
• Become a Web wizard

Have a healthy lifestyle.
Eat well, sleep enough and remember to exercise.
How to analyze a task correctly?

Finnish workshop
In a happy hullabaloo

students

Start working on day one. If you do not understand something, ask the teacher or your classmate. Doing homework with a fellow student is great fun.

• asked questions
• learnt new skills
• used their brains
• exchanged ideas
• came up with new innovations
• laughed and had a great time with their fellow students at karaoke and speed dating organized by the Student Union.
Sharing and caring at Eira high school for adults